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O próximo volume será emitido em 2015, a princípio
com uma edição maior, em formato de livro, com
ainda ainda mais textos. São apenas 7.850 palavras
para O Caminho Jedi. 131 135 131 135 131 135 131
135 131 135The invention relates to a device for the
continuous wetting of textiles. Such a device can be
advantageously used in the textile industry in a wide
variety of manufacturing processes in which webs of
textile products, such as webs of denim, cotton, wool,
or the like, are processed. For example, textiles are
provided with water for various treatment processes,
for example washing, dyeing or impregnating. At the
beginning of the wetting of a textile web, the textile
material is conveyed in the direction of its advance,
i.e., parallel to the conveying direction of the textile
web, along a conveying path which forms an angle of
less than 90.degree. with the conveying direction of
the textile web. Particularly in the case of a machine
for the wetting of a textile web, in which the textile
web is conveyed in an upward direction and is then
conveyed downward again, it is disadvantageous that
the textile web is always loaded with the weight of the
textile web at an upper end of the conveying path, and
that the force of gravity tends to pull the textile web
out of the wetting device, so that the wetting process
does not run continuously. The weight of the textile
web is mainly transferred to the device by means of



upper pressing rolls, which are wetted by a liquid
which is distributed by a laterally arranged pump and
is sprayed on through nozzles in the form of a spray of
surface droplets. In the case of the wetting of the
textile web, the spray of surface droplets is guided
laterally over the upper pressing roll. The weight of
the textile web is supported by the upper pressing roll,
because the textile web is supposed to be connected to
the upper pressing roll. However, since the upper
pressing roll normally has a conveying surface which
extends in the conveying direction of the textile web
and is therefore wider than the woven structure of the
textile web, the upper pressing roll is also loaded by
the weight of the textile web, and the textile web is at
the same time pressed against the upper pressing roll,
so that the textile web is wetted and is pressed against
the upper pressing roll over its
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